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INTRODUCTION 

 The most comprehensive defense of a pluralist perspective on cultural diversity 

 Challenges the continuing legacy of moral monism in contemporary liberalism

 The lives and times of liberalism in the context of multiculturalism, migration, and 
cultural displacement

 Three major parts: the historical, the theoretical and the practical



1: MORAL MONISM

 Greek Philosophy

 Theological Monism of Christianity

 Regulative Monism of classical liberalism 

 Critique of Monism

None of the above redeems its promise to show there’s only one correct way or 
the best way 



2. FORMS OF PLURALISM

 Vico

Unlike mionist, he valued cultural diversity 

He had a notion of creating a perfect society one that is harmonious as humans 
hope to achieve

But like mionists, he universalized his religion, age and society and set them as 
universal norms

Modern age as highest age of development because he analyzed it in terms of 
reason, equality, mastery of nature and progress



 Montesquieu

Persian letters: strength and limitation of his approach to cultural diversity

Limited approach to value moral and cultural diversity within Europe

 Herder

All cultures, as unique expressions of the human spirit

Morals are derived from culture



 Misunderstanding Culture

Fallacy of holism

Fallacy of distinctness

Positivist, historicist or end-of-history fallacy

Fallacy of ethnicization of culture

Fallacy of closure

Fallacy of cultural determinism

Fallacy of cultural autonomy



3.CONTEMPORARY LIBERAL RESPONSES TO 
DIVERSITY

 Rawls

 Raz

 Kymlicka

 General Comments

Difficulties overcoming the traditional transculture

Liberals directly or indirectly absolutize liberalism



4. CONCEPTUALIZING HUMAN BEINGS

 Human nature

 Basis of cultural diversity

The uniformity of human nature

The ontological primacy of similarities over differences

The socially transcendental character of human nature

The total knowability of human nature

Human nature as the basis of good life

 Pluralist universalism

 Asian values



5. UNDERSTANDING CULTURE

 The nature and structure of culture

 The dynamics of culture

 Cultural community

 Loyalty to culture

 Cultural interaction

 Cultural diversity

 Evaluating cultures

 Respecting cultures



6. RECONSTITUTING THE MODERN STATE

 Modern states expected to meet following requirements:

Territorially distinct, single source of sovereignty and legal authority within its 
boundaries

It should be on a single set of constitutional principles and should exhibit singular 
identity

Equal rights for the citizen. Their social, cultural and other differences are 
abstracted away

Citizenship is a unitary and homogeneous relationship between the individual and 
the state

Members of the state constitute as single and united

If state is federal, component units should also enjoy the same rights



7. THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF 
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

 Modes of political integration

 Structure of authority

 Justice

 Collective rights

 Common culture

 Multicultural Education

 National Identity

 Conditions of success



8.EQUALITY IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

 Equality of difference

 Equal treatment 

 Contextualizing quality

 Limits of equality

 Implications



9. LOGIC OF INTERCULTURAL EVALUATION

 Intercultural dialogue

 Female circumcision and other practices

 Polygamy

 General observations



10. POLITICS, RELIGION AND FREE SPEECH

 The satanic verses

 Responses to Muslim protests

 Logic of political discourse

 Communal libel or group defamation

 Free speech

 Religion and public life



CONCLUSION

 First, Human beings live in culturally embedded world,

 Second, different cultures represent different systems of meaning and visions of 
good life

 Third, the most primitive cultures are internally plural and represents a continuing 
conversation between their different traditions and strands of thought
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